CHECK LIST FOR DISINTERMENTS
(To accompany Report of Reburial)

Only PART I should be completed, if identification tags are available.
Both PART I & II should be completed if identification tags are not available.
If information is unavailable, so indicate.

PART I (Positive identification)

1. Unknown       Unk       Unk       Unk
(Full name of deceased) (Rank) (ASN) (Organization)

2. State if identification tags were attached to remains, how many, and where attached

3. Give exact location from which disinterred, furnishing coordinates and map series used

Along road in Sart-lez-St. Vith, Belgium, MARK P315381 Central Europe B ONN 100000

NOTE: ATTACH OVERLAY SHOWING EXACT LOCATION OF ISOLATED GRAVE TYING LOCATION IN WITH PERMANENT LANDMARKS.

4. Full name of cemetery (if buried in an organized cemetery)

5. Approximate or established date of death (state which & give basis for date selected)

Unknown

6. Approximate or established date of burial (give basis for date established)

Unknown Early in Jan. '45

Information given by Joseph Peter Woraib, Rodt, St. Vith, Bel.

7. Manner in which grave was marked and all information contained on the marker

Wooden cross, with 2 Tags of Ernest A. Unk 37032105 who was buried in same grave with above unknown

8. List personal effects found in possession of civilian or unauthorized military personnel, furnishing name and address of individuals concerned

None

9. Names an addresses of all persons questioned concerning death or burial and information each furnished (contact local Mayor, priest, cemetery caretaker, those responsible for burial and any others possessing important information)

Joseph Peter Woraib, Rodt, St Vith, Belgium, who located grave

PART II (Doubtful as Undetermined Identification)

10. Fill in any information available regarding name, rank, ASN, or organization (Check cemetery records and office)


11. 5 ft. 6 in.    170 lbs.    Park    Unk.   Eyes brown
(Lat Height) (Lat Weight) (Color of Hair) (Color of Eyes)

12. Give description of facial features and body characteristics if possible, including the presence of scars, moles, circumcision, tattoos, length of hair, presence of mustache or beard, etc.

Full description on G.R. #1
13. Give as detailed description as possible of condition and amounts of remains. Complete body, no missing members. Body is badly deteriorated, hair has fallen out, eyes are gone.

14. Occupation, cause of death, type and location of wounds (is there evidence that body was burned)

15. Give minute description of all effects, clothing and shoes, including clothes markings and sizes, as well as shoe size. List each item of clothing, with a description of any unusual cuts, designs markings, pockets, colors, patches, etc. Also list, with detailed descriptions, all effects without intrinsic value, such as gum, food, soap, papers, letters, tobacco, etc., giving brands when applicable.

16. Give description of any vehicle found in the area that could be connected with the death of the deceased

Tank (Type Unknown) U.S.A. 30100330

(WD Serial No.) U.S. Tank 7 No. 40 None

(Organization) (Serial No. and Type of each gun)

17. Give exact location of remains in vehicle before removal

Not in vehicle.

18. If buried in a coffin, give description and markings

None

19. List names of all other deceased persons buried in the vicinity. Also give available information concerning the cause and place of death of each that may assist in identification of these remains.

Ernest A. Pink buried in same grave with Unknown mentioned in this report. ASN for Ernest A. Link 37032105.

20. Other pertinent information which would aid in establishing identity. US Tank 7 No. 40 U.S.A. 30100330 across from the common grave of this Unknown and the body of Ernest A. Pink 37032105.

Nicholas Vourtas, Nicholas Vourtas (Incident in Charge of Disinterment) 64114582 3042 S.R. Co.

(Rank) (ASN) (Organization)